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Short Time DFT におけるフレーム端効果の抑圧
費木利成。岸 政七
The effect of frame truncation error is discussed with emphasis on di妊erence
betwe巴日 existingDFT and short time DFT. Existing DFTs su任erfrom fluctuations on 
spectrum analysis results caused by limitting into a frame町
In this paper， short time DFT isdiscussed to be free from frame truncation error and 
to introduce various profit into spectrum analyzers. 
1. Introduction 
Existing discrete Fourie transform (DFT) is 
widely used as digital spectrum analyzers， namely 
FFT analyzers. However， itis pointed out that a 
frequency response obtained by existing DFT 
su妊ersfrom significant fluctuation due to the 
frame setting on the sampling data stream目
This error， called by “the frame truncation 
error"， degradates both the SNR and fr巴quency
resolution of existing FFT spectrum analyzers. 
Such window functions as Blackman and Han-
ning are usually used to suppress the frame trun-
cation error. Unfortunately， these windows are 
not enough to suppress the frame truncation error 
in DFT analysis. 
In the paper， itis examined to apply the short 
time DFT to a spectrum analyzer free from the 
fram巴truncationerror(1) 
2. Difference bet宵eenDFT and short time DFT 
The spectrum CT given by DFT is as follows， 
φ= [φ。 φ1 … φN~lJT (1) 
Here， 
N-l 
ム=~九羽恥 ik
i=O 
問qik=exp{一j(27tik/N)}， 
k isinteger and 0三五k<N.
Where， 
xj are input sampled data， 
h. is window function， 
N is number of frame samples. 
(2) 
The spectrum② given by exisitng DFT is 
seemed to be average spectrum over the frame 
duration， becaus巴 φisequally corresponding to 
al of the data included in the frame 
On the other hand， the short time DFT gives 
the instantaneous spectrum，φ(η)， as follows， 
φ(n) = [φ。 (η〉 φl(n) ・・・ φN~l(n)]T (3) 
Here， 
仇(n)= ~ x(r)h(n一川町~rk (4) 
γ 一-c白
Where， 
x(r) are input samples data， 
h( *) is window function， 
( 1， ifm is 0 h(mN) = ¥ :': "" :~ v. (5) 
'0， ifm is non-zero int己g己r
Attention must be paid on that the parameter 
r of Eq. (4) varies from一∞to∞ー Thatis， Eq. (4) 
requires infinite product operations to get x(r) at 
every tim巴 r.It takes astronomical time and 
infinite time同delaythat Eq. (4) is carried out liter-
aly. 
The truncated window， h( *)， with白liteval. 
ue r， is， therefore， parctically employed in short 
time DFT. However， the truncation of h( * )， 
under than given limitation causes such e任ectsas 
getting worse SNR， losing sharpness of cut-o百
charact巴ristics，and etc. The problem of finding 
the limitation for truncation will be discussed in 
another article(2) and beyond this discussion. 
There exists significant di妊erencebetween 
the average spectrum given by DFT and the 
Toshinari SAIKI and Masahichi KISHI 
which is count under restrictions mentioned above 
merely by “iteration number" without any confu-
sion in discussion. 
[Assumption 2J All of the input signals are tonal， 
because both DFT and short time DFT are linear. 
[比As岱s凹 pμ凶向ti出ωO叩n3幻JThew羽in凶do仰wf加unc巾ti出匂O叩n山iおsHann江m山l
as given by Eq. (6) in DFT， or truncated Nyquist 
with eight frame number as given by Eq. (7) in 
short time DFT， respectively. 
ん=0.5-0.5cosC27!k/N). (6) 
h(n) = sin(nπ/N)/C伽 /N). (7) 
For the case of discussion， the experimenta-
tions are also demonstrated under following con-
ditions : the sampling rate is set to be 8kHz， the 
sample nember， N， isgiven by power of 2， to 
cover range of 8 (= 23) to 8，192 (= 213)， the total 
input signal takes one value among 0.95， 1.00， and 
1.05 kHz. 
As well known， the degradation of frequency 
resolution occurs by exisiting DFT in the case 
出atinput signals have discontinuity as shown in 
Fig. 2. The short time DFT is able to sufficiently 
suppress the degradations under the same condi-
tions as shown in the same figure. The ability of 
suppressing degradation of frequency resolution 
almost always takes constant values for variation 
of the phase delay. 
Figure 3 shows purity as taking the iteration 
number as parameters. Here， purity is defined by 
the amount of di妊erencebetween input signal 
power and neighboring power of the close fre-
quency index. Purity both of DFT and short time 
DFT slightly undulate in increasing the iteration 
number. However， short time DFT's purity is 
superior to that of existing DFT by more than 20 
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instantaneous spectrum given by short time DFT. 
The short time DFT is able to give instantaneous 
spectrumφ(n) at every sampling time and make 
free from the fluctuation according to how setting 
the frame duration on the sampling data stream. 
This benefit is produced from仕lesacrifice of 
paying the more operation than that of DFT 
requires. However， the sacrifice of paying仕le
great deal of operation is compensated with 
remarkable advance of semiconductor in recent 
days. For example， 100 MIPS requires such super 
computer as CRA Y， ingeneral purposes， but it is 
easily offered by 10 chips of such digital signal 
processing processors as Texas TMS， Fujitsu 
MB， NECμPD， and etc. 
According to these remarkable advances in 
semiconductor technology， short time DFT is put 
on the practical stage of applying to spectrum 
analysis. 
3. Experiment of the Frame Truncation Error 
Reduction 
Experimentations are carried out under fol-
lowing assumptions to confirm the frame trunca-
tion error reduction via the short time DFT. 
[Assumption lJ AlI of the signals have 0 to 77!/8 
radian phase delay at the front-end of the frame 
as shown in Fig. 1. For example， Fig. 1 shows a 
frame allocation of zero phase delay by broken 
lines. It also shows a frame allocation ofπ/4，or 
π/2， by chained or solid lines， respectively. Here， 
this phase delay is defined to allocate the frame 
position for every signals without any loss of 
generality. When the input signal is set to be given 
frequency， the iteration within the frame increase 
as making the frame duration longer. In this case， 
it is able to think that the iteration of input 
signals changes within the various frame dura-
tions. Therefore， we defined this iteration number 
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Power spectrum responses analyzed 
existing DFT and the short time DFT， 
N=32 
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Fig 2 Relationship of the phase delay between 
input signal zero crossing and front-end 
of the frame. 
Fig 1 
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dB. 
4. Conclusion 
The frame truncation error has been discused 
with emphasis on di百erencebetween existing 
DFT and short time DFT. 
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Fig 3 Comparison with purity characteristic 
over iterations of DFT and short time 
DFT， fi=0.95kHz. 
Spectrum analyzer based on the existing 
DFT can show their high performance in the 
limitations of and restrict periodic' at front and 
tail-巴ndof the DFT frame and of that吐lesignals 
are precisely sub-harmonics of the DFT sampling 
frequency. 
On the other hand， spectrum analyzers which 
employ the short time DFT can show their high 
performance for arbitrary input signals without 
any restrictions of bo白 zerocrossing and subhar-
monics of the sampling rate. The application of 
short time DFT to spectrum analyzers yields 
efficient the frame truncation error reduction to 
negligible small and brings into the great deal of 
processing operations which will be easily 
compensated with progress in semiconductor 
technology in these days. 
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